
Vishwa’s Play Project: A Lovely Breakfast

Sarah Wigglesworth, Dining Table Sequence, Ink on Paper, 1997

‘The rituals of eating played out on a plane of the dining table are similar to rituals of domestic life’ -
Sarah Wigglesworth, 2002

Dining is associated with being social, connected to a group, or community. It’s representation, from
Da Vinci’s Last Supper to Dali’s Les Dinner de Gala and Judy Chicago’s The Dinner Party, in films
and on the stage, in household manuals and menu suggestions all reinforce this communal notion.
But what happens when we dine alone?



Vishwa’s Play Project: A Lovely Breakfast

Play Project:” A Lovely Breakfast”

● aim of the play project is to fictionalise the act of dining alone

● Visit Lovely Villa - Rohan’s home in Borivali, built in the 1970s and designed by architect

Charles Correa, it was imagined as the ideal community.

● Imagine yourself as the protagonist, the breakfast as a prop and Lovely Villa as the location.

● Using the villa’s floor plan, open to sky terraces and common open spaces, find a corner or

room/space to ‘eat’ your breakfast alone.

Project outcome

● You must always be present within this breakfast.

● Describe sights, sounds, taste, touch or smell - indulging your observations and daydreams.

● Reference an art work that is descriptive of the act of being by oneself.

● Representation of ‘A Lovely Breakfast’ can be in any medium, including zine, photograph,

drawing, video clips, collage, poem, etc.

Reference

● 2003 Norwegian film by Bent Hamer Kitchen Stories Film Kitchen Stories

● Lovely Villa Film details: https://architexturez.net/pst/az-cf-188962-1541304026

● A Room of One’s Own Virginia Woolf A Room of One's Own

● Gertrude Stein - Food GertrudeStein_Food_Chapter1.jpg

Time Table for 7th January 2024, Sunday

10am Meet at Mahalaxmi Station

11am Arrive and Borivali - drive to to Lovely Villa

Introduction to Play project “Lovely Breakfast”
Walk through with Rohan and Mukul

13:30 pm Lunch

14:30 Own time in the housing estate

16pm Meet at Borivali station and take the train together

17:45 pm Arrive at Southlands

18 pm Watch Lovely Villa film

19:30 pm Dinner and A short discussion with Rohan and Mukul about their film.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0Oan6gGnVI
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nU3rFCuNwjmio8uNN9pE5ujrGSzyrAz6/view?usp=sharing
https://architexturez.net/pst/az-cf-188962-1541304026
https://maulanaazadcollegekolkata.ac.in/pdf/open-resources/A-Room-of-Ones-Own-Virginia-Woolf-PDF.pdf

